This paper presents a modeling methodology for designing networked agents systems. It focuses on the agent hybrid state representation, its dynamic behavior, and its interaction with neighbor agents. The agent's internal state as well as the communication interface between agents is modeled using timed hybrid Petri nets. The methodology is illustrated through the modeling of a case study related to energy interchange networks. The simulation of the case study model is included to illustrate the advantages the proposed methodology.
Introduction
The networked agents-based approach has been widely used for addressing the specification and analysis of complex distributed systems. In these kinds of applications, the distribution appears naturally by conceiving the devices as agents that interact with their neighbors in a given fixed topology. According to the applications, the agents have to perform individual tasks that involve information exchange with other agents in order to achieve a complex collective task.
There exist several proposals for agent and multi-agent architectures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ; each focuses on some relevant aspects of the agents. Most of these works are generic tools to be used in a wide range of applications. They can be seen as descriptive ways to formally specify an agent's internal state and its interrelationships with other agents and its environment. Modeling is their primary objective.
Proposals dealing with mathematical formalisms to represent agents' internal state are found in Ferber and Müller, 4 Yu and Cai, 5 Bos and De Weerdt, 6 Bosse et al., 7 Fregene and Kennedy, 8 Cena et al., 11 Liu, 12 Ou-Yang and Winarjo, 13 Kwon, 14 Coleri et al., 15 Negenborn et al., 16 and Cil and Mala. 17 The formalism presented by Ferber and Müller 4 introduces its own abstract machines. Yu and Cai, 5 Cena et al., 11 Liu, 12 Ou-Yang and Winarjo, 13 and Kwon 14 use the formalism of Petri nets; several kinds of models are considered in these works: discrete, possibilistic, work-flow, and colored Petri nets. The advantages of using a proprietary formalism is that they can be more suitable to the problem; whilst using Petri nets it is necessary to extend and adapt the formalism despite taking advantage of existing analysis techniques.
Other proposals [6] [7] [8] allow specifying an agent as a set of variables whose dynamics is described by differential equations. Similar to the Petri net based approach, in these approaches there is an interesting theory to introduce analysis techniques in the networked agent systems. Works such as Coleri et al., 15 Negenborn et al., 16 and Cil and Mala 17 are completely focused on addressing a specific problem; the first one analyses energy consumption, the second one controls the flow between agents, and the third one is focused on a war situation in which is proposed a two-layer hybrid agent architecture and which has an integrated a simulation tool for combat in a asymmetric warfare.
Our work takes inspiration from the multi-agent architectures mentioned before, in the sense of describing in a modular way the internal structure of an agent. The evolution is established first, through generic functions to express continuous and discrete events, and later as timed hybrid Petri nets (THPNs) by taking the advantage of the entire background theory, as in Yu and Cai 5 and Coleri et al., 15 but allowing modeling of any kind of generic agent system application with hybrid internal state representation.
In this paper, a modeling methodology for designing a networked agents system is proposed. It focuses on the agent hybrid state representation, its dynamic behavior, and its interaction with neighbor agents. The agent's internal state as well as the communication interface between agents is modeled using THPNs. The methodology allows easier modifications in the agent or the network topology. The present paper includes revised results presented in previous papers 18, 19 and includes a case study regarding energy interchange networks. This methodology can be useful to perform system analysis through simulation. 20 The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes the proposed methodology for modeling a networked agent system and an agent. Section 3 presents the formalism of THPNs. Section 4 shows how to use this formalism to establish the evolution rules for an agent and how to represent a networked agent system. Section 5 presents a study case about energy interchange households where the methodology is applied and a simulation of the model is provided. Finally, in Section 6 conclusions and current research are presented.
Networked agent systems and agent's state representation 2.1 Assumptions
The proposed methodology allows the modeling of a multipurpose networked system of identical agents. Then the following considerations must be taken into account.
Regarding the networked agent system: the number of agents is fixed; the network topology is known and does not change during the system's operation. Regarding the agents: they are identical but they can perform several tasks (multi-role); in the dynamics, the continuous part is ruled by linear equations and the discrete part enables/disables the continuous part.
General structure of an agent and a networked agent system
An agent A i is defined as a 3-tuple \ P i ,EI i ,S i . as follows.
P i is the vector of perceptions; the messages received from other agents and the signals received from the environment are mapped into this vector, P i = [P iD | P iC ], where P iD 2 N ð Þ r and P iC (j) 2 R ð Þ s . EI i is the vector of external information; each agent maintains and evolves the information perceived through this vector; this information contains the external agent's perception.
is the vector state of the agent; it contains all the basic internal variables to describe the agent,
where N, R are the sets of integer and real numbers, respectively; r, s, v, w, k, and l are the dimensions of the vectors. The topology of the networked agent system can be described as a directed graph G = (A, E), where A = {A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , .} is the set of agents in the system and E & A 3 A defines the connections between agents in the network. The pair (A i , A j ) 2 E states that agent A j can receive information from agent A i .
Agent internal architecture
From an external point of view, the agent processes information coming from sensors and messages sent from other agents; then it produces actions that may affect the environment and sends messages to neighbor agents. The scheme shown in Figure 1 describes the main components of an autonomous agent and its relationships. Every module performs a key function in the behavior of the agent, which is explained below.
Environment information.
This repository stores the information received from other agents or from sensors. The perceived information is local; the agent cannot know the overall system state.
Perception function.
This module maps the information stored in Environment Information into hybrid vector P.
Evolution rules for external information.
This module contains a set of rules for updating the external agent's perception.
Evolution rules for S (agent's state).
This module performs the evolution of the agent's state S. The state is influenced by the hybrid vectors EI', P, and the current state S. These rules and the Evolution Rules for EI are fixed; they do not change during the evolution of the system.
Communication function.
This function performs pertinent actions on the environment and/or sends messages to other agents according to the values in the hybrid vectors IE', S, and P.
The interaction between the modules is performed as follows. An agent can receive information from outside through sensors or messages. This information is stored in the repository Environment Information. Through the Perception Function, the received perceptions are mapped into the vector P, allowing translation of the received information into continuous and discrete variables.
The module Evolution Rules for EI takes as input the current values in EI, S, and P and then EI' is computed. According to the new values in EI' and the current values of S, the state evolves to S' through the module Evolution Rules for S. In this new state, actions and messages can be sent outside through the Communication Function module.
In general, the state evolves according to the dynamics of the diverse represented internal behaviors for achieving the assigned tasks. It can be viewed as a state equation in which a composed function f = [f D f DC f CD f C ] computes the next state:
where f D represents the pure discrete dynamic of the agent, f DC represents the discrete dynamic of the agent influenced by continuous and discrete variables, f CD represents the continuous dynamic of the agent influenced by continuous and discrete variables, and f C represents the pure continuous dynamic of the agent. Figure 2 presents in more detail the module Evolution Rules for S (shown in Figure 1 ). EI', S, and P are the inputs to the module. Each vector is decomposed into its continuous and discrete parts. All the discrete parts are integrated in V D , which is evaluated by the function f D to produce S D ', the discrete part of S'. VD + is a verification vector of the discrete elements and VDis an output vector of the discrete elements. Function f DC updates all the discrete states S DC , influenced by the continuous and discrete vari-
f CD updates S CD , the continuous part influenced by the continuous and discrete variables (V C , V D ). VD + verifies the discrete part and EV C evaluates the continuous elements to produce g, a continuous function to specify the behavior of the continuous part. Finally, f C is a continuous function to evolve the pure continuous part of state S C .
Interfacing
A message sent between the agents can be specified by a 4-tuple \ A i ,A j ,TM,SI . as follows:
A i is the agent who transmits the message and A j is the agent who receives the message, both A i , A j 2 A; TM2 {0,1}; where 0 means agent A i requests a task from agent A j , and 1 means that agent A i informs a status to agent A j ; SI is a vector containing the information sent, SI = [SI D , SI C ], where SI D (j) 2N r , and SI C (j) 2R s . Figure 1 . Agent architecture. 18 
Hybrid Petri nets
Discrete Petri nets are suitable for modeling systems whose evolution can be expressed through states and events. On the other hand, continuous Petri nets are particularly suitable for modeling levels and flows, for example liquids or the continuous production of a machine. Moreover, both kinds of dynamics can be exhibited by the same system; a flow may be suddenly interrupted, closing a valve or machine breakdown for example; this is equivalent to suddenly having another continuous Petri net. This situation can be modeled by a hybrid Petri net (HPN) with continuous and discrete places and transitions; in a HPN a discrete marking may be converted into a continuous marking and continuous marking can influence discrete marking. 21 Formally, a marked autonomous HPN can be defined as a sextuple R = (P, T, Pre, Post, m 0 , h) fulfilling the following conditions: P = {P 1 ,P 2 ,.,P n } is a finite, not empty, set of places; T = {T 1 ,T 2 ,.,T n } is a finite, not empty, set of transitions; P\T =[, that is, the sets P and T are disjointed; h: P[T! {D, C}, called the ''hybrid function,'' indicates for every node whether it is a discrete node (sets P D and T D ) or a continuous one (sets P C and T C ); Pre: P 3 T! Q + or N is the input incidence application; Post: P 3 T! Q + or N is the output incidence application; m 0 : P !R + or N is the initial marking. Q + , N, and R + denote rational positive, natural, and real positive numbers, respectively.
In the definitions of Pre, Post, and m 0 , N corresponds to the case where P i 2 P D , and Q + , R + or zero corresponds to the case where P i 2 P C . Pre and Post functions must meet the following criterion: if P i and T j are such that P i 2 P D and T j 2 T C , then Pre(P i ,T j ) = Post(P i ,T j ) must be verified. The enabling condition for the proper evolution of the HPN is defined for each kind of transition: a discrete transition in a HPN is enabled if each inning place from P i to T j has the following condition: m(P i ) 5 Pre(P i ,T j ); a continuous transition in a HPN is enabled if each inning place from P i to T j has the following condition:
R is a marked HPN. tempo is a function from the set T of transitions to the set of positive or zero rational numbers:
if
The fundamental equation to evolve the marking of a THPN is the same as that for a discrete model, in which the entries of marking vectors m i + 1 , m i can be real or positive integer numbers, the entries of W (incidence matrix) are rational or positive integer valued, according to h(T j ) (the hybrid function), and s is the firing vector:
In a more explicit way, the fundamental equation for a THPN can be rewritten as follows:
where 0 4 t 1 4 t 2 , and n D t = n D t 2 À n D t 1 is the vector whose components correspond to the number of firings of each discrete transition from time t 1 to time t 2 , and v c (u) is the vector whose components correspond to the instantaneous firing speed for continuous transitions.
Networked agent state representation through timed hybrid Petri net models
The state of agent A i can be represented by the hybrid marking mA i ; thus, the fundamental equation (1) can describe the state evolution. Furthermore, the state of networked agent system evolution (mA) can be also described by a THPN, which integrates the models of individual agents; thus, the fundamental equation for the network composed by n agents has the structure given below:
where WA i are the incidence matrices of agents A i , WR describes the communication between the agents, and the firing vector s determines the marking evolution. The marking will be the state of the system, and the incidence matrix WA i will establish the inner relations of each agent element. The communication between the agents is set through WR and the firing vector s will determine the marking evolution. According to the agent generic scheme described in Figure 1 , the agent state evolution (mA i ) can be represented by the following equation:
The marking in each agent represents its own state (mS), its knowledge about the environment and other agents (mEI), and its relationships with other agents (mP). The incidence matrix is divided in two parts: WA i establishes the relation among the elements of the agent itself and WR i establishes its relationships with other agents. The vector SA i t1Àt2 contains the number of firings for discrete transitions and the firing velocities for continuous transitions; all of these transitions are the inner part of the agent. SR i t1Àt2 includes transitions that mark (unmark) places to transmit (receive) information between agents in the communication part.
Case study 5.1 Networked agent modeling
In this section, a networked agent system for modeling energy households is considered. This academic example is based on the system functioning described by Negenborn. 22 The electricity systems of many countries are currently undergoing a process of transformation, due to market liberalization and environmental regulations. New technologies, such as renewable energy and micro combined heat and power (mCHP), are emerging. 23 In particular, mCHP allows a household to become a distributed energy resource, comprising power and heat generators with corresponding storage units. Households can operate independently of energy suppliers, and they can buy and/ or sell power among them. Figure 3 shows an overview of the system under study. A mCHP can produce both electricity and usable thermal energy. This mCHP consists of conversion unit 1, which converts gas into electricity and heat, and conversion unit 2, acting as an auxiliary burner, producing only heat. Both conversion units are equipped with built-in fixed controllers that are designed to keep the level of heat storage between predefined upper and lower bounds. The electricity is stored in a battery and it can be used directly by the household or it can be sold; also it can be imported from another household. The generated heat is supplied to a heat storage unit in the form of hot water, which is used for the own household.
The household network for this case study is represented by the directed graph G = {{A 1 , A 2 , A 3 },{(A 1 , A 2 ), (A 2 , A 3 ), (A 3 , A 1 )}} (see Figure 4 ). Each household can be considered as an agent. Every household has a mCHP installed, which allows producing, storing, consuming, and exchanging energy. The arrows represent the allowed electricity flows between households; also, discrete communication is performed in both directions between them for the electricity interchange.
The internal dynamics of each agent is modeled with the THPN shown in Figure 5 ; the named elements Td and Pd represent discrete nodes, and the elements Tc and Pc are the continuous ones. This THPN model describes the four functionalities of each agent: production, storage, consumption, and interchange of energy between households.
Electricity storage is modeled by Pc 1 and Pc 2 ; these two places represent the storage capacity limit; similarly, Pc 3 and Pc 4 model the heat storage. Electricity production (unit 1) is modeled by Tc 1 , and the heat production is modeled by Tc 2 (unit 1) and Tc 3 (unit 2). The component involving the discrete nodes Pd 4 -Pd 7 and Td 4 -Td 6 models the functioning state (turned on and off) of units 1 and 2. When the total of the storage heat level has been decreased in 4, both units are turned on (Td 4 firing); observe that in order to do that, Pc 4 must have at least four marks and Pc 4 is a complement place for Pc 3 ; when the level reaches 18, unit 2 is turned off (Td 5 firing) and when it reaches 20, unit 1 is turned off (Td 6 firing).
Three different electricity consumption types are considered during the day: afternoon Tc 5 , night Tc 4 , and morning Tc 6 . The component involving the discrete nodes Pd 1 -Pd 3 and Td 1 -Td 3 performs these changes.
For heat consumption, only one type of consumption is considered during the morning: it is represented by Tc 7 .
Electricity can be exported/imported using transition Tc 8 /Tc 9 ; in this design, a household can export/import electricity to/from another household. The part of the model involving the discrete nodes Pd 8 -Pd 9 and Td 7 -Td 10 allows the energy interchange.
Places Pd 1 -Pd 7 and Pc 1 -Pc 4 represent the agent internal state, while Pd 8 -Pd 9 , Pc 1 , and Pc 2 are the places for perception and external information. Places Pc 1 and Pc 2 are both internal and external because they represent the electricity storage; this electricity can come from the household itself of can be bought from another household. The incidence matrix WA i for one isolated agent is as follows:
where The transition and place labels added in each matrix are only for illustration purposes. Notice that WA iCD = 0; this is because the interactions between continuous places and discrete transitions are self-loops. Equation (6) Td 7 -Td 10 and Pd 8 -Pd 9 are the discrete communication nodes (matrix WR iD ), allowing or not the continuous communication between agents; Tc 8 -Tc 9 , Pc 1 and Pc 2 represent the electricity flow between agents (importing/ exporting, matrix WR iC ). Figure 6 shows the places and transitions involved in the interconnection of agents (matrix WR); notice that some transitions must be merged into one; for example, transition Td 7 (A 1 )/Td 9 (A 3 ) in Agent 1 is the same that Td 9 (A 3 )/Td 7 (A 1 ) in Agent 3.
Exp
Imp µCHP For every agent only the interacting nodes of their models are depicted. The purchase request from a household is modeled with Td 7 ; a mark in Pd 8 represents that the agent is not importing energy in a certain moment; thus, when Pd 8 is marked and the total of the storage electricity level has decreased to 35, Td 7 is fired, and we observe that place Pc 2 acts as a complement place for Pc 1 ; in Pc 1 is modeled the remaining current energy level of the household and in Pc 2 the wasted energy; the total of marks for these two places represents the total of the storage electricity; firing Td 7 can mark the place Pd 9 from other agent. For example, firing Td 7 from Agent 1 (Importing Agent) marks Pd 9 in Agent 3 (Exporting Agent), and firing Td 7 from Agent 3(Importing Agent) marks Pd 9 in Agent 2 (Exporting Agent). After marking Pd 9 in any Exporting Agent, Tc 8 will be enabled for a certain time established by the time of Td 10 ; in this stage, the Importing and Exporting Agents will perform an energy exchange until the fire of Td 10 ; this fire will mark again Pd 8 in the Importing Agent.
In the complete model of the agent ( Figure 5 ) Pd 1 enables simultaneously two continuous transitions, Tc 6 and Tc 7 , then the marking of Pd 1 influences the firing velocity of these transitions as if the marks were split, by reducing their firing velocities by half, according to oneserver semantics. 21 With the aim of not increasing the complexity of the presented model, it is assumed that the firing speeds of Tc 6 or Tc 7 are never reduced, as if Pd 1 was duplicated. These duplicated nodes are omitted. The same consideration applies to Pd 4 , which enables Tc 1 and Tc 2 .
In this model the continuous and discrete part can be clearly distinguished; furthermore, the formalism allows establishing the hybrid interaction between the nodes. Continuous thresholds can influence the discrete marking: the on-off switching for units 1 and 2 as well as the importing request. The discrete marking can set different continuous configurations as can be seen in the consumptions: day, afternoon, and night.
The assumption of dealing with identical agents does not constrain the method at all, but it provides a high flexibility and modularity. For modeling a complete networked agent system, it is only necessary to model one agent and define the interconnections. The advantages of separate the internal agent functioning from the external communication part is that, if it is required, updating can be done separately; a change in an agent's internal dynamics only will modify WA and a change in the network topology only will affect WR.
Simulation
This section presents the simulation for the case study previously modeled. Table 1 presents the established parameters for the system network described previously, and Table 2 presents the initial marking for each agent in the net.
Normally, to compute the simulation of a THPN it is necessary to solve Equation (1) . The computation of this equation for the complete network described before would be very expensive to perform, specifically the term W Á s. With the methodology presented in this work it is possible to perform an easier computation, and this is because the network is structured by parts (Agents). First of all, WA i is identical for all agents, which gives a great advantage. Equation (4) can be rewritten in the following way:
where WSA i t1Àt2 = WA i Á SA i t1Àt2 and WSR i t1Àt2 = WR i Á SR i t1Àt2 . The key to savings in the number of operations is that when SA i t1Àt2 is the same for all agents in the network, WSA i t1Àt2 has to be computed only for one agent. The characteristic of identical agents imposed for the modeling part applies to model all agents with the same THPN structure and the same parameters for the tempo function (timing and flow rate for transitions), but the initial marking could be different in each agent to give the opportunity to model different behaviors in spite of the same structure; this last characteristic may mean that in certain cases WSA i t1Àt2 should be computed by each agent. For the simulation presented in this work, SA i t1Àt2 was always the same and computed only once and not for all agents in each elapsed time t 1 -t 2 . Here, an example for the elapsed time t 1 = 0-t 2 =5. Consider the computation of mA i t2 = 5 with the initial marking presented in Table 2 (mA i t1 = 0 ). At time 5, the firing vector SA 1 0À5 = SA 2 0À5 = SA 3 0À5 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 ½ ; this vector means that, in the context of the study case, the internal dynamic of each agent only will be modified by the flow consumed/delivered of transition Tc 5 (the consumption by the afternoon in each household), which is 10. Now,
, where the last two vectors indicate that Td 7 in Agent 3 will be fired as well as Td 9 in Agent 2, which means that Agent 3 requests energy from Agent 2. The computation for WSA 1 0À5 = WSA 2 0À5 = WSA 3 0À5 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 À 10 10 0 0 ½ and for WSR 1 0À5 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ½ , WSR 2 0À5 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ½ 1 0 0 0 0, and WSR 3 0À5 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 À 1 0 0 0 0 ½ . Now with the previews results the marking of each agent at time 5 can be computed as follows: The simulation of the study case was performed from time 0 to time 17 and the marking evolution of some places is presented in Figure 7 . Only the marking of places representing the energy levels for each household Pc 1 and Pc 3 are shown; observe that the marking and evolution for Pc 3 is the same for all agents.
The simulation starts by the afternoon indicated by the marking of Pd 2 in all Agents, and the electricity consumption starts in all of them at the flow rate of 2, according to the enabled continuous transition Tc 5 . After 5 units of time, place Pc 2 in Agent 3 becomes 35, which means that the electricity level has been considerably decreased from 15 to 5, then this Agent 3 will import electricity from Agent 2. The firing of Td 7 (A 3 )/Td 9 (A 2 ) occurs and now Agent 3 receives energy from Agent 2 at a flow rate of 2 according to transition Tc 8 (A 2 )/Tc 9 (A 3 ); for the following 1 unit of time, Agent 1 will continue with the electricity consumption at a flow rate of 2 (Tc 5 ), Agent 2 decreases its electricity level at a flow rate of 4 because of transitions Tc 5 and Tc 8 (A 2 )/Tc 10 (A 3 ), and Agent 3 maintains its energy level because of the importing and electricity consumption. At time 6 night arrives (firing of Td 3 in all agents), which will mark Pd 3 in all agents and will enable Tc 4 ; during the following 5 units of time, the consumption of the flow rate for all households is decreased to 1, which represents a decrease in the flow rate of 1 and 3 for Agents 1 and 2 and an increase in the electricity level for Agent 3 at a flow rate of 1; at this moment the electricity exchange continues. At time 11, the energy exchange ends, which is indicated by the firing of transition Td 10 (A 2 )/Td 8 (A 3 ); for 1 unit of time the electricity level will be wasted at a flow rate of 1 in all agents. At time 12 morning arrives with the fire of Td 1 in all agents; place Pd 1 will be marked and the new consumption of 3 stated by Tc 6 will decrease the electricity level in all agents; also, a new event is observed at the heat level consumption at a flow rate of 1 (Tc 7 ). At time 13, Td 4 becomes enabled and is fired in all agents, because the marking in Pc 4 is equal to 4; with this event, 0  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  3 5  0  1 7  3  mA 2   0   0  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  4 4  0  1 7  3  mA 3   0   0  1  0  0  0  1  1  1  0  1 5  2 5  1 7  3 both conversion units in all agents represented by transition Tc 1 -Tc 3 will produce heat and electricity. The consumed electricity in all agents will be at a flow rate of 3 (Tc 6 ) and the produced electricity will be 5 (Tc 1 ); during this time, all agents will increase their electricity level at a flow rate of 2; for the heat, the two conversion units are on, which gives a production of 1.5 (Tc 2 and Tc 3 ), and the heat consumption given by Tc 7 is1; all this means that the heat will increase its level at a flow rate of 0.5.
Conclusions
The proposed modeling methodology allows representation of a network of identical agents. It is focused on describing the agent's internal state where the discrete and continuous components may be distinguished and their interactions can be clearly established. In the methodology, an important stage is focused on the agent's state representation as the THPN, which through the fundamental equation allows description of the networked agent state evolution. The modeling of a complete identical networked agent system consists of representing one agent and its interconnections. One of the advantages of this proposal is the modeling independency between the agent's internal dynamics and the network topology, which provides flexibility for future changes more easily. This work overcomes the current research literature basically in four aspects as follows.
It is not focused on one field application. The only restriction for the system is that it must be composed of identical entities, whose operation is represented by linear continuous dynamics influenced by discrete events. It allows an agent's hybrid internal representation and updating. The modeling consists of designing one agent and its interactions. In addition, the modeling independency allows scalability and an agent's dynamic redesign.
This methodology provides a useful framework for computing and analyzing agent network systems through simulation.
